WVC Integrated Planning meeting
Friday, November 14, 2014
Noon – 1pm
Fox 211

Noon – 12:05 Review agenda and notes from 10-24-14

12:05 – 12:25 SLO/A update: please share with us the questions you are revising in order to facilitate quality assessment conversation

12:25 – 12:40 PR update
Draft of the Thematic report and next step: Can everyone bring your own report that Mel sent us?
Progress update on using ANGEL for PR this year – Is Max on board? (He has accepted to help)
Finalize one question on the equity gap (see question attached) this needs to include examples and finalize for recommendation to SL&PE today

12:40 – 12:50 BRAC update
Overall update on the 13-14 process assessment
Pat, would you like to share what you have drafted? May be helpful to see
Update on next step

12:50 – 1:00 Timeline check
PR Thematic report finalization –
Institutional Benchmarking datasets arrival –
Are we ready to send PR on 11/21/14?
Confirm rest of the Integrated Planning process timeline

1:00 Adjourn